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INTRO
A new era in zero emission 2-wheel personal mobility.

As one of the leading brands in personal mobility on land, 
water and snow, Yamaha has forever changed the face of 
the motorcycle, scooter, marine and snowmobile worlds 
with some of the most revolutionary new designs and 
game-changing concepts.

It was nearly 30 years ago that Yamaha launched the 
world’s first production eBike. Initially aimed at commuters 
and shoppers, the original Yamaha PAS was a revolutionary 
new concept that will go down in history as the spark that 
ignited the whole eBike movement. The PA26 experience 
set Yamaha on the path to becoming a major producer 
of eBikes for the Japanese market during the past three 
decades, as well as a key manufacturer of eBike System 
which are powering many of today’s eBikes sold within the 
European market.

Announced in early 2022, Yamaha’s Switch ON strategy 
confirmed the company’s entry into the world of electric 
personal mobility and outlined its ambitions to become 
a leading brand in the 2-wheel Electric Vehicle market. 
Designed to inspire a new generation of customers who are 
looking for zero emission personal transportation for sport, 
leisure and commuting, the forthcoming line up of Yamaha 
eBikes, scooters and pedelecs adds another dimension to 
personal mobility.

One of the most exciting new chapters in Yamaha’s history 
is about to be written with the launch of three eagerly 
awaited new eBikes for 2022 covering the MTB, gravel and 
urban sectors. 

The company’s experience in the production of eBikes and 
compact drive units is second to none, and the new Yamaha 
line up has been holistically developed with the PW Series 
drive units and is intrinsically connected with the company’s 
dynamic DNA. 

Aimed at a wide variety of riders from existing Yamaha 
motorcycle and scooter owners who appreciate the strong 
brand values through to customers looking for a good 
price/performance ratio combined with trusted technology, 
the MORO 07, Wabash RT and CrossCore RC will be 
available exclusively through Yamaha’s network of Powered 
Two Wheel dealers.



 

For every day, for 
everyone.



 

CrossCore RC is a versatile, adaptable and accessible eBike that’s ready for 
whatever the new day brings. It’s been specifically designed to handle everything 
from urban commuting through to relaxed leisure riding and fitness training. 
And with zero emissions and low running costs, it’s the right choice for so many 
reasons.

At the heart of this great-looking eBike is Yamaha’s best-selling PW-ST drive unit 
that’s one of the quietest and most responsive motors in its class. As well as 
providing smooth and quiet performance, this intelligent motor uses sensors that 
monitor the way you ride and adjust the power assistance to give you the most 
natural and enjoyable ride.

For a relaxed and upright riding position the durable and lightweight chassis is 
equipped with flat handlebars – and the front forks give 63 mm of suspension 
movement to soak up the bumps. The simple Display A interface makes it easy to 
change riding mode and check battery status – and if you want to personalise your 
CrossCore RC there’s a wide range of trekking accessories.

PWseries-ST drive unit
With its extremely quiet running, compact 
dimensions and responsive performance the 
Yamaha PWseries-ST drive unit is ideally suited 
to all kinds of riding in different situations. 
Producing 70Nm of torque and delivering a 
natural riding experience, this best-selling drive 
unit makes the CrossCore RC adaptable and 
enjoyable on every journey.

Optional trekking components
Yamaha has developed a range of Genuine 
Accessories for the CrossCore RC – including a 
range of easy to attach trekking components that 
make this accessible and versatile model the ideal 
choice for anyone looking for a bike that’s ready 
to perform every day of the year.

Adaptable chassis
Equipped with 63mm travel front suspension 
and durable 27.5 x 2.0 tyres, the CrossCore RC’s 
aluminium hardtail chassis is built to withstand 
everything that the city streets can throw at it. 
Its strong and lightweight construction delivers 
confident handling on a variety of surfaces, 
making this adaptable eBike the perfect choice 
for year-round riders who need versatile, 
dependable and affordable zero emission 
transport.

Natural ergonomics
Whether you’re commuting, exploring or riding 
for fun or fitness, you’ll appreciate the CrossCore 
RC’s relaxed ergonomics. Conventional flat 
handlebars feature comfortable grips and mini 
bar ends for a natural and controllable steering 
feel, and the upright riding position also gives 
excellent visibility in busy urban traffic.
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Pure Ride. No limits.



 

The new MORO 07 is a different kind of eMTB that’s ready to give you a very 
special ride whenever you go. And what makes it stand out is the way the 
chassis and drive unit have been developed as one to create a machine where 
every component works in harmony to provide you with the ultimate pure ride 
experience.

Developed using Yamaha’s class-leading racing technology, the unique Dual 
Twin frame features twin top and down tubes for finely balanced rigidity that 
gives confident handling with plenty of surface feedback. And with premium 
components including full RockShox suspension, Magura MT5 brakes and Maxxis 
tyres, MORO 07 is built for fun without limits.

Featuring a best-in-class torque-to-weight ratio, Yamaha’s latest PW-X3 drive unit 
delivers instant assistance as soon as you start to ride thanks to Zero Cadence 
technology – while pedalling over 25km/h is made easier with the special 
freewheel system. And the stem mounted Interface X enables smartphone 
connectivity for communications, navigation and more.

Dual Twin frame
MORO 07 has been developed using advanced 
chassis technology inspired by Yamaha’s race-
winning motorcycles. Featuring twin top tubes 
and twin down tubes, the unique Dual Twin frame 
gives an idealised balance of flex and rigidity 
for confident handling together with accurate 
surface feedback.

Shimano XT 1x12 drivetrain
Shimano has unrivalled experience in the MTB 
world, and the MORO 07’s XT 1x12 drivetrain is 
perfectly matched with the PW-X3 drive unit to 
give you the ability to perform well in various 
different situations – confident in the knowledge 
that the system’s quality and durability is amongst 
the best in class.

RockShox Lyrik Select Charger fork
MORO 07’s premium specification features 
RockShox Lyrik Select Charger fork giving 160 
mm of front wheel travel. Developed to handle 
everything from challenging single track through 
to fast downhills, this front end gives this new 
Yamaha eMTB serious off road capability for fun 
without limits.

Best-in-class PW-X3 drive unit
Producing 85Nm of torque, Yamaha’s latest PW-
X3 is the company’s lightest, smallest and most 
powerful drive unit. Its compact dimensions give 
a narrow Q factor together with excellent ground 
clearance for superior off-road performance. Zero 
Cadence technology provides instant assistance 
– and its Automatic Support Mode provides extra 
power on hills and into headwinds.
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Escape and explore.



 

Wabash RT is a new kind of eBike that gives you excellent performance on 
the tarmac together with the ability to escape from the city and explore new 
countryside trails. And with its sophisticated rider-assist electronics, sleek elegant  
looks and advanced Yamaha technology, this new gravel bike offers one of the 
best price/performance packages in its class.

Everything about this quality eBike is designed to ensure that you get the most 
enjoyment out of every journey. The beautifully styled frame features new school 
geometry gives a confident and comfortable ride with lightweight handling on the 
tarmac and gravel. And the dropper post gives between 40-60mm of suspension 
for added comfort on the trail.

Producing 70Nm of torque, the ultra-quiet Yamaha PW-ST drive unit is equipped 
with sophisticated technology that provides the appropriate level of assistance 
to give you a totally natural ride. Zero cadence technology provides instant 
power as soon as you start to pedal – and the Display A interface provides easy to 
understand information.

Style with versatility
With its elegant lines, ultra-compact drive unit 
and seamlessly integrated battery, the Wabash RT 
is an extremely sleek and stylish eBike. And the 
real beauty of this versatile new gravel bike is 
its smooth and natural performance that feels 
just right whether you’re commuting into the 
city, cruising around the suburbs or exploring a 
backroad or forest track.

Adjustable dropper post
With 40mm / 60mm* of suspension travel, the 
dropper post gives a comfortable ride on uneven 
surfaces and enables you to find the best set-
up by adjusting the seat height to match your 
physical size and individual riding style.

*40mm S frame, 60mm M and L frames

Yamaha PWseries-ST drive unit
Producing maximum torque of 70Nm, the 
PWseries-ST is Yamaha’s best-selling drive 
unit whose compact dimensions and low 
weight contribute towards the sleek looks and 
lightweight handling of the Wabash RT. Designed 
to produce smooth and natural power assistance, 
this reliable low noise drive unit is ideally suited 
to a wide range of uses from urban commuting 
through to countryside trail rides and weekend 
touring.

Ergonomics and geometry designed for 
gravel riding
Wabash RT is the perfect gravel eBike for 
escaping from the city into the countryside. Its 
chassis geometry is specially designed to give 
a controllable ride with lightweight handling 
characteristics on a variety of road and track 
surfaces. And whether you’re on a local day trip 
or a longer tour, the relaxed ergonomics and wide 
drop handlebars make this the easy and enjoyable 
way to discover new places with family or friends.
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Specifications are subject to change without notice, in accordance with national regulations and legislation.

 

Specifications
CrossCore RC MORO 07 Wabash RT

General
Total Weight 23.9kg 24.3 kg 21.4kg

Wheel Size 700C 27.5” 700c

E-Bike Class Pedal Assist Pedal Assist Pedal Assist

eBike systems
Drive Unit Yamaha PWSeries ST 3-bolt Mount Yamaha PWSeries X3, 85Nm Yamaha PWSeries ST 3-bolt Mount

Battery Yamaha Lithium Ion 500Wh, 36V, 13.4Ah Yamaha Lithium Ion 500Wh, 36V, 13.4Ah Yamaha Lithium Ion 500Wh, 36V, 13.4Ah

Display/Remote Display A Interface X Display A

Max Speed with Assist 25km/h 25km/h 25km/h

Frame
Technology Yamaha Hydroformed Aluminum. Integrated battery. Water bottle 

boss. Tapered Headtube. Internal shift/brake hose routing. Rack/
Fender compatible

Patented twintube design Yamaha Hydroformed Aluminum. Integrated battery. Water bottle 
boss. Internal shift/brake hose routing

Suspensions
Fork SR Suntour NEX E25. 63mm Travel. 12x100mm Thru-Axle RockShox LYRIK SELECT RC 160mm stroke 37mm offset One-Piece Aluminum. 12x100mm Thru-Axle. Fender and rack 

compatible. Internal brake hose routing

Rear Shock N/A RockShox Super Deluxe Select+ RT 210x55 Debonair Yamaha tuning N/A

Components
Headset Integrated bearing with 30mm of spacers Integrated tapered with 30mm steerer spacers Integrated bearing with 30mm of spacers

Handlebar Alloy, 31.8mm clamp, width 640mm Alloy 30mm rise, 35mm dia., 780mm wide Flare Drop. 31.8mm dia. 46cm c-c “width at hood”, 58cm c-c “width 
at drop”

Stem 31.8mm clamp dia. 6 deg rise 80mm Alloy 4-bolt faceplate, 35mm dia., 40mm length. 31.8mm clamp dia. 6 deg rise S-80mm, M-90mm, L-100mm

Grips Two-tone ergonomic locking Locking Dual Core N/A

Saddle Yamaha Urban Comfort Cro-Mo Rail Yamaha Off-Road Cro-Mo Rail Yamaha Off-Road Cro-Mo Rail

Seatpost 30.9mm diam. Length: 345mm (L, M), 295 (S) Alloy 30.9mm dia. dropper post. (S/M) 125mm travel, (L) 150mm 
travel

Limotec, dropper seatpost, dia: 30.9mm length: 295mm Travel: 
40mm (S), 60mm (M,L)

Brakes
Brakes Shimano BR-MT200 Magura MT5 with 203mm Storm CL rotors. 4-Piston Shimano GRX RX400 front/rear

Drivetrain
Shifters Shimano M2010 9-speed Shimano SL-M8100-R, XT, 12-SPEED Shimano GRX 11-speed RX600

Rear Derailleur Shimano M3100 SGS Shimano RD-M8100, XT, SGS 12-SPEED Shimano, GRX RX812

Crankarm Square Taper Spindle Length S-165mm, M and L - 170mm Praxis AL6000 w/bolts 165mm Alloy crank 165mm/S, 170mm/M&, 

Chainrings Alloy 44t Praxis 36T Shimano GRX 44t

Chain KMC e11 118 links KMC e12 TURBO EPT 12speed KMW e11 TURBO EPT

Cassette SHIMANO HG400 9-speed 11-13-15-17-20-23-26-30-36T Shimano CS-M8100-12,DEORE XT, 12-SPEED(HYPERGLIDE+), 
10-12-14-16-18-21-24-28-33-39-45-51T

Shimano CS-M7000 11-42t 11-Speed

Wheelset
Wheels Dual Channel Welded Pin w/ Eyeleted SpokeFront: 12x100mm 

Quick-Release Thru-Axle (QRTA) Rear: 12x142mm QRTA with 
integrated speed sensor

27.5+ Alloy. Tubeless tape installed. 40mm inner rim width Dual Channel Welded Pin w/ Eyeleted Spoke, External Rim 
Width=25mmFront: 12x100mm Quick-Release Thru-Axle (QRTA) 

Rear: 12x142mm QRTA

Tires CST C-1996 27.5 x 2.00 Front: Minion DHF New EXO+ /3C MaxxTerra 27.5x2.6, Rear: Rekon 
New EXO+ /3C MaxxTerra 27.5x2.6

Maxxis Rambler 700 x 45c TR EXO 120tpi



MORO 07

Frame size S M L

A TOP TUBE (mm) 572 619 666

B SEAT TUBE (mm) 395 405 415

C HEAD TUBE (mm) 110 120 125

D SEAT ANGLE (degree) 70,3 70,2 70,2

E HEAD ANGLE (degree) 66,3 66,2 66,2

F BB DROP (mm) 23 23 23

G WHEEL BASE (mm) 1.158 1.206 1.254

H REAR CENTER (mm) 465 465 465

I STAND OVER HEIGHT (mm) 740 750 759

J STACK HEIGHT (mm) 617 625 630

K REACH (mm) 392 436 482

Frame size S M L

A TOP TUBE (mm) 535 565 595

B SEAT TUBE (mm) 429 490 551

C HEAD TUBE (mm) 121 131 142

D SEAT ANGLE (degree) 74,4 73,3 72,6

E HEAD ANGLE (degree) 71,1 71,8 71,9

F BB DROP (mm) 73 73 73

G WHEEL BASE (mm) 1.057 1.068 1.090

H REAR CENTER (mm) 464 464 464

I STAND OVER HEIGHT (mm) 781 818 852

J STACK HEIGHT (mm) 595 607 617

K REACH (mm) 368 382 402

Frame size S M L

A TOP TUBE (mm) 539 569 599

B SEAT TUBE (mm) 430 490 552

C HEAD TUBE (mm) 120 130 140

D SEAT ANGLE (degree) 73,1 72 71,6

E HEAD ANGLE (degree) 69,8 70,5 71,1

F BB DROP (mm) 63 63 63

G WHEEL BASE (mm) 1.061 1.071 1.090

H REAR CENTER (mm) 465 465 465

I STAND OVER HEIGHT (mm) 777 814 847

J STACK HEIGHT (mm) 603 614 626

K REACH (mm) 355 370 390

Geometry data

Wabash RTCrossCore RC



Technical Support
By maintaining a close relationship with eBike Manufacturers – and understanding 
their specific needs to support Bicycle dealers – Yamaha’s Technical Support 
teams ensure a fast and efficient back up. The Yamaha diagnostic tool offers eBike 
Experience Centres the following features:

• Instant fault diagnosis
• Creation of Pre Delivery Inspection reports
• Create individual repair records and registrations
• Check latest error codes and technical data for eKit components
• Easy access to eBike repair manuals and parts books  

YeSS

Yamaha eBike Systems Service 
Based on four key pillars – Technical Support, Warranty, Training, and Spare Parts – Yamaha 
eBike Systems Service (YeSS) is a comprehensive back up scheme that provides fast and 
effective support via locally-based teams.

Warranty
Yamaha’s PW series drive units are among the most reliable systems available. If a 
warranty claim occurs the Technical Support teams are trained to respond quickly 
and keep parties involved fully informed at all times. 
The diagnostic tool can generate a diagnostic report which can be submitted to the 
eBike manufacturer together with a warranty request. 

• Fast and efficient warranty service from initial claim to final approval
• Immediate access to every Yamaha eBike System specifications
• Component search function for drive units, displays, batteries and components



Spare Parts
Yamaha is committed to offering one of the quickest and most efficient Spare 
Parts systems in the business.
The company distributes parts and accessories throughout the whole of Europe 
from two strategically chosen locations in the Netherlands and France.

• Fast and efficient Spare Parts service
• 24-48 hours delivery
• Central Schiphol-Rijk location



 

Above is a selection of bolt-on accessories available. Please contact your local Yamaha dealer for a full list of accessories and to advise you 
on the best accessories set-up for your Yamaha. Full list of accessories is also available on our website.

Yamaha Racing Pit Mat
YME-ENVIR-HQ-01

Universal Case
YME-FUNVC-00-00

Phone Protection Case
YME-FCAS9-00-00

Universal Phone Clamp
YME-FUPCL-00-00

Back protector Rucksack
YME-FPRRS-00-00

IXS Trigger (MIPS) MTB/Gravel 
helmet
YME-FMTBH-00-02

Flat pedal “Vice”
YME-FMTBP-00-00

VX Trail pedal
YME-FSPDV-00-00

Yamaha Racing Water Bag
T21-JG003-B4-00

Fender set
YME-FFNDR-00-00

Rear Carrier
YME-FCARR-00-00

MORO-07

Accessories



 

MTB Jersey Long Sleeve Men
B22-BTM01-E7-0L

MTB Gloves Men
B22-GL001-B0-0L

Road Racing Bike Bib Shorts Men
B22-BSM01-B0-0L

MTB Short Sleeve Jersey Men
B22-BTM02-F3-0L

MTB Shorts Men
B22-BPM02-B0-0L

MTB Pants Men
B22-BPM01-E7-0L

Road Racing Bike Jersey Men
B22-BTM11-E0-0L

Cycling (Road / Gravel)

Apparel



Yamaha Motor Europe N.V., branch UK
Units A2 & A3 Kingswey Business Park

Forsyth Road
Woking

Surrey
GU21 5SA

Tel: 0203 027 5116
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www.yamaha-motor.eu/uk

Always wear a helmet, eye protection and protective clothing. Yamaha encourage you to ride safely and respect fellow riders 
and the environment. Images shown depict professional riders performing under controlled conditions. Specifications and 

appearance of Yamaha products as shown here are subject to change without notice and may vary according to requirements 
and conditions. For further details, please consult your Yamaha dealer.

Follow us on:

Dealer


